We present SQIRE, a low-level language for expressing and formally verifying quantum programs. SQIRE uses a global register of quantum bits. Doing so allows easy compilation to and from existing “quantum assembly” languages and simplifies the verification process. We demonstrate the power of SQIRE as a compiler intermediate representation of quantum programs by verifying a number of useful optimizations, and we demonstrate SQIRE’s use as a tool for general verification by proving several quantum programs correct.

Our code is available at https://github.com/inQWIRE/SQIRE.

Programming quantum computers, at least in the near term, will be challenging. Qubits will be scarce, and the risk of decoherence means that gate pipelines will need to be short. These limitations encourage the development of sophisticated algorithms and clever optimizations that are likely to have mistakes. For example, Nam et al. discovered mistakes in both the theory and implementation of optimizing circuit transformations they developed [3], and found that the optimization library they compared against sometimes produced incorrect results [11]. Unfortunately, we cannot apply standard software assurance techniques to address these challenges: Unit testing and debugging are infeasible due to both the indeterminacy of quantum algorithms and the substantial expense involved in executing or simulating them.

To address these challenges, we can apply rigorous formal methods to the development of quantum programs and programming languages. These methods aim to ensure mathematically-proved correctness of code by construction. A notable success of formal methods for classical computing is CompCert [9], a certified compiler for C programs. CompCert is written and proved correct using the Coq proof assistant [4]. CompCert includes sophisticated optimizations whose proofs of correctness are verified to be valid by Coq’s type checker. An experimental evaluation of CompCert’s reliability provided strong evidence of the validity of Coq’s proof checking: While bug finding tools found hundreds of defects in the GCC and LLVM C compilers, no bugs were found in CompCert’s verified core [19].

In this paper, we introduce a simple quantum language we call SQIRE (pronounced “squire”) that can be used as an intermediate representation in a certified compiler for quantum programs. SQIRE is implemented in Coq, on top of the libraries developed for the QWIRE circuit language [12] [14] [16]. SQIRE makes a number of simplifying assumptions compared to QWIRE that make verification of SQIRE programs and program transformations easier. However, SQIRE’s simple design sacrifices some desirable features of high-level languages, such as variable binding to support easy compositionality. This is an acceptable tradeoff because SQIRE is intended to be used as an intermediate representation, produced as the output of compiling a higher-level language. Furthermore, low-level languages (like OpenQASM [5] and QUIL [17], both similar to SQIRE) are more practical for programming near-term devices, which must be aware of both the number of qubits available and their connectivity [13].
As an example of a sQIRe program, consider the definition of superdense coding given in Figure 1. Superdense coding is a protocol that allows a sender to transmit two classical bits, \(b_1\) and \(b_2\), to a receiver using a single quantum bit. In the sQIRe version of superdense coding, encode is defined as a Coq function that takes two Boolean values and returns a circuit. This shows that although sQIRe’s design is simple, we can still express quantum programs that use features like classical control by using help from the host language, Coq.

Although we primarily designed sQIRe to be a target for compilation, we can also prove properties about sQIRe programs directly, since programs and their semantics are embedded in Coq. For example, we can prove that the result of evaluating the program superdense \(b_1\ b_2\) on an input state consisting of two qubits initialized to zero is the state \(|b_1,b_2\rangle\). In our development, we write this as follows:

\[ \text{Lemma superdense_correct : } \forall b_1 b_2, \]  
\[ [\text{superdense } b_1 b_2] \times |0,0\rangle = |b_1,b_2\rangle. \]

Here, \([\text{superdense } b_1 b_2]\) is the denotation of the superdense \(b_1\ b_2\) circuit (which is a unitary matrix).

In our full paper [8] we give additional examples of verifying correctness of sQIRe programs. In particular, we prove that the sQIRe program to prepare the GHZ state indeed produces the correct state, and show the correctness of the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm and quantum teleportation. To be precise, the GHZ state and Deutsch-Jozsa proofs verify properties of families of sQIRe programs, parameterized by the number of qubits in the circuit.

However, our primary goal is not to prove that sQIRe programs are correct, but that transformations of sQIRe programs are semantics-preserving, meaning that the transformation does not change the denotation of the program. When a transformation is semantics-preserving, we say that it is sound.

As an example, consider the “skip removal” function shown in Figure 2. To show that this function is sound, we prove the following lemma, where equivalence (\(\equiv\)) relates the denotations of two programs:

\[ \text{Lemma rm_uskips_sound : } \forall c, c \equiv (\text{rm_uskips } c). \]

The proof is straightforward and relies on the identities uskip; c \(\equiv\) c and c; uskip \(\equiv\) c (which are easily proven in our development). We can also prove other useful properties about rm_uskips. For example, we can prove that the output of rm_uskips is either a single skip operation, or contains no skip operations. We can also prove that the output of rm_uskips contains no more basic operations than the input program.

In our full paper [8], we verify soundness of a more realistic optimization, inspired by a recent optimizer [11], which removes unnecessary \(X\) gates from a unitary program. We also consider a transfor-
Fixpoint rm_uskips (c : ucom) : ucom :=
match c with
| c1 ; c2 ⇒ match rm_uskips c1, rm_uskips c2 with
  | uskip, c2' ⇒ c2'
  | c1', uskip ⇒ c1'
  | c1', c2' ⇒ c1'; c2'
end
| c' ⇒ c'
end.

Figure 2: Skip removal optimization.

formation that turns general SQIRE programs into SQIRE programs that can run on a linear nearest neighbor architecture. We verify that this transformation is sound, and that it produces a program that satisfies the architecture’s constraints.

The problem of proving quantum program optimizations correct has previously been considered in the context of the ZX calculus [6], but, as far as we are aware, our SQIRE-based transformations are the first certified-correct optimizations applied to a realistic quantum circuit language. Amy et al. [2] developed a proved-correct optimizing compiler from source Boolean expressions to reversible circuits, but did not handle general quantum programs. Rand et al. [15] developed a similar compiler for quantum circuits but without optimizations. Prior low-level quantum languages [5, 17] have not been developed with verification in mind, and prior circuit-level optimizations [1, 7, 11] have not been formally verified. Some recent efforts have examined using formal methods to prove properties of high-level quantum programs, for instance using Hoare logics [20, 10, 18]. These lines of work are largely complementary to ours—a property proved of a source program is provably preserved by a certified compiler. At the same time, SQIRE can also be used to directly prove properties about quantum programs by reasoning about their semantics.

Our work on SQIRE constitutes a step toward developing a full-scale verified compiler toolchain. Next steps include developing certified transformations from high-level quantum languages to SQIRE, implementing more powerful program transformations, and verifying more sophisticated quantum algorithms.
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